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 Key: Military Time Used 
 Types of Programs: D = Documentary  C = Call-in 
    N = News Interview/ Segment O = Other 
 
Issue 
Date  Time Length  Program Title    Type  Guests 
 
Cultural Understanding 
 
4/4  21:00 26:46  Rudy Maxa’s World #113  D 
Kyoto, Japan- The spiritual heart of Japan, Kyoto offers a glimpse of Japanese life as it used to be, 
primarily because it was never bombed during World War II. Tiny streets with wooden homes, 
impressive temples, and a dedication to ancient Japanese traditions make Kyoto one of Japan's most 
visited cities. We check into a ryokan, or Japanese inn, and talk with one of Japan's best-known designers 
of kimonos to learn why his craft is still thriving. Rudy invites viewers to join him at a tea ceremony and 
learns that the Japanese attention to detail even extends to incense that locals use for a variety of 
purposes. Experience the tranquility of not only a rock garden but also a moss garden, retreats that help 
lend this city in a valley its Zen-like peacefulness. 
 
4/14  8:00 26:45  I Believe #108     D    Dr. Arthur Caliandro, Kim Sebastian Ryan 
The Reformed Church- Host Dennis Wholey looks at the beliefs and practices of the Reformed Church 
through a conversation with Dr. Arthur Caliandro, senior Minister of the Marble Collegiate Church in 
New York City. 
 
5/5  7:00 56:45  Catholicism #101   D  Father Robert Barron 
Amazed and Afraid: The Revelation of God Become Man- Journey with Father Robert Barron to Caesarea 
Phillipi, the Sea of Galilee, Jerusalem, and finally to the eternal city of Rome to learn about Jesus of 
Nazareth, who is the revelation of God become man. 
 
6/9  7:00 56:56  Ruth and Billy Graham: What Grace Provides D 
RUTH AND BILLY GRAHAM: WHAT GRACE PROVIDES, narrated by Walter Cronkite, tells the 
story of how two very different people found each other and together changed the face of evangelism. 
Archival footage chronicles the Graham ministry and interviews with Ruth and Billy, their siblings, 
friends and children, reveal the couples' family life.Family photos and home movies add a warm personal 
touch to a story that is rich with humor, surprises and inspiration. This documentary by Donna Campbell 
takes an intimate peek at Ruth and Billy Graham's personal, married and family life. 
 
Civic Engagement 
 
4/08  2:55 2:55  Community Connection #136   D 
Splore- Historically, it was thought that to care for someone with disability meant sheltering them from 
the world.  Risk-taking was feared and avoided.  At Splore, we believe that there is dignity in risk-taking 
and that it is an inherent part of living a full and robust life.  We manage the risk of our adventures, so 
that every Splore participant feels empowered and dignified. 
 
5/31  20:51 4:20  Community Connection #135   D 



Operation Lifesaver- Operation Lifesaver Utah is a statewide, non-profit public awareness and education 
program dedicated to ending tragic collisions, fatalities, and injuries at highway-rail grade crossings and 
on railroad property. 
 
6/2  14:00 56:46  National Geographic Bee 2013   O 
The annual National Geographic Bee returns for the 25th consecutive year with host and moderator Alex 
Trebek. The 2013 National Geographic Bee will feature fourth- to eighth-graders vying for the Bee crown 
and the top prize of a $25,000 college scholarship and lifetime membership in the National Geographic 
Society. Second and third prizes are college scholarships of $15,000 and $10,000. The finalists, all 
winners of their state-level geographic bees, have triumphed over a field of nearly 5 million students to 
earn a place in the national championships. They represent the 50 states, District of Columbia, Atlantic 
Territories, Pacific Territories and Department of Defense Dependents School. From Utah, the winner 
was Joshua Nkoy, 8th Grade, from a Challenger School in Sandy, Utah. 
 
6/3  17:53 4:26  Community Connection #139   D 
Intermountain Therapy Animals- Intermountain Therapy Animals is a non-profit organization bringing 
animal resources to human needs. We specialize in providing animal-assisted therapy in the areas of 
physical, occupational, speech and psychotherapies, as well as special education. 
 
Financial Management and Planning 
 
4/4  21:00 56:46  Money and Medicine    D 
As rising health care costs threaten to bankrupt the country, MONEY AND MEDICINE tackles the 
medical, ethical and financial challenges of containing runaway health care spending. In addition to 
illuminating the so-called waste and overtreatment that pervade our medical system,this documentary 
explores promising ways to reduce health care expenditures while improving the overall quality of 
medical care. It captures the painful end-of-life treatment choices made by patients and their families, 
ranging from very aggressive interventions in the ICU to palliative care at home. The film also 
investigates the controversy surrounding diagnostic testing and screening as well as the shocking 
treatment variations among patients receiving a variety of elective procedures. 
 
5/29  19:00 56:46  PBS Newshour     N 
Signs of Recovery, Home Sales Paint a Better Fiscal Picture in the U.S.- Spring brought unexpected signs 
of strength and recovery for the United States economy with home prices rising at a medium 11 percent 
and gains seen in 20 cities. Correspondent Gwen Ifill and The New York Times' Catherine Rampell 
discuss consumer confidence levels as the country's economy sees incremental improvements. 

6/15  15:00 1:58:43  Ed Slott’s Retirement Rescue 2013  D 
Congress has spoken and Ed Slott is here to help you understand what it means to you, your family and 
your retirement savings. Ed Slott's RETIREMENT RESCUE for 2013! is a fully-updated version of his 
hit program RETIREMENT RESCUE. The program is a powerful call-to-action for American consumers 
concerned about their retirement. Ed Slott defines the monumental fiscal problems facing Americans and 
provides a step-by-step solution to creating a plan of action. Ed Slott's RETIREMENT RESCUE for 
2013! builds on the phenomenal success of his earlier public television programs with all new information 
but continues with the "Slott formula" of using humor, personal stories and detailed facts from the tax 
code to make his points. 
 
Utah Arts & Culture 
 
4/21  8:30 27:56  Music and the Spoken Word   O 



Music and the Spoken Word broadcast with the Mormon Tabernacle Choir and Orchestra at Temple 
Square. 
 
5/26  15:30 27:56  Music and the Spoken Word   O 
Let Us Remember- This special Memorial Day concert celebrates the men and women who have served 
our country. 
 
5/26  19:00 56:46  The Mormon Tabernacle Choir Salutes Our Armed Forces      O 
In an honorary tribute, the Mormon Tabernacle Choir joins musicians Brian Stokes Mitchell and Linda 
Eder to celebrate the service of men and women in the Unites States Armed Forces. 
 
6/1  17:30 56:16  The Piano Guys: Live at Red Butte Garden O 
Jon Schmidt, Steven Sharp Nelson, and other dads from Utah team up to present some of the most 
popular music in a smash-up style all their own. 
 
Education 
 
4/1  19:00 56:46  PBS Newshour     N 
To Bully or Not to Bully: Using Shakespeare in Schools to Address Violence- In Colorado, some schools 
are tapping an unlikely bullying prevention tool: the plays of William Shakespeare. The Colorado 
Shakespeare Festival adapts the bard's works as a way to start discussions on bullying, violence and the 
moment of choosing between right and wrong. Jeffrey Brown reports. 
 
4/6  8:30 26:46  P. Allen Smith’s Garden Home #1013  O 
Teaching Children- Allen participates in a Student Career Days activity in Atlanta Georgia and talks to 
William Hildebolt about encouraging children to volunteer during the yearly clean up at the Arlington 
National Cemetery. Plus, we'll visit a garden with a dinosaur theme and a ship that's a replica of 
Christopher Columbus' Nina. Allen will also educate us on how chickens can help children learn plus, he 
has a special guest in the kitchen helping him make a vegetable pizza. 
 
5/6  19:00 56:46  PBS Newshour     N 
Maine School Engages Kids With Relevant Problem Solving Challenges-Special correspondent John 
Tulenko of Learning Matters reports on a public middle school in Portland, Maine that is taking a 
different approach to teaching students. Teachers have swapped traditional curriculum for an unusually 
comprehensive science curriculum that emphasizes problem-solving, with a little help from some robots. 

6/7  19:00 56:46  PBS Newshour     N 
To Lower Dropout Rates, Finding Potential Where Support Systems Are Lacking- Nonprofit educational 
organization OneGoal has partnered with Chicago public schools to push kids at risk of dropping out of 
high school to persist and attend college. Ash-har Quraishi of WTTW Chicago reports for our American 
Graduate project on a special curriculum that hones leadership skills these kids often already have. 

Health 
 
4/13  13:00 25:07  Rachel’s Favorite Food for Living #112  O 
Pleasure Without the Guilt- Asian cuisine provides fantastic flavor without the use of fats or dairy 
products. Host Rachel Allen visits the English Market in Cork, Ireland to buy ingredients for crab and 
prawn soup and Korean beef. 
 
5/4  5:00 56:06  Total Body Workout #104    O 



Aerobics: Step- Total Body Workout is a series of yoga and aerobics workouts with the focuses 
alternating daily for maximum results.  
 
6/1  9:00 1:27:20  Active with Arthritis with Vijay Vad, MD  D 
Dr. Vijay Vad provides up-to-date, state-of-the-art information on treatments and regimens that are 
proven to improve daily life for anyone suffering with osteoarthritis with emphasis on the common 
locations of osteoarthritis: knee and hip pain. Physical therapies; diet; supplements; injectables and 
surgical interventions will be explained, along with the promising future of arthritis therapies. 
 
6/13  21:00 50:33  10 Things You need to Know About Losing Weight D 
Each year millions of people attempt to slim down-and fail. If super-diets and weight-loss fads don't 
work, what does? This program presents ten science-based approaches to losing weight without starving 
as volunteers put the theories to the test. Experiments reveal the relationship between plate size and food 
consumption, why soup is the most filling of meals, how low-fat dairy products actually help the body 
eliminate fat, the long-term fat-burning potential of exercise, the counterintuitive fact that meal-skipping 
really doesn't facilitate weight loss, and more. 
 
6/27  21:00 56:00  The Truth About Exercise with Michael Mosley  D 
Whether you're running, swimming, cycling or hula hooping, we have always been told that doing regular 
exercise will improve our bodies and is one of the keys to a healthy and happy life. Our one-size-fits-all 
approach to maintaining an active, healthy lifestyle is very rarely questioned, but with recent advances in 
genetic testing technology and brain stimulation techniques, scientists are uncovering the new and 
surprising truths about what exercise is really doing to our bodies, and why we all respond to it 
differently. In this program, Michael Mosley uses himself as a human guinea pig to discover the truth 
about exercise. 
 
Community and Utah Oriented Programming 
 
Daily  12:00 27:00  Eleven News    N 
This program is the result of the lab requirements for Brigham Young University broadcast journalism 
students. The students produce, report and anchor the daily news broadcast covering BYU campus and 
local events. 
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